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AM: Now joining me live from Birmingham is Dr Rinesh Parmar, 

the Chair of the Doctors’ Association, a Consultant Anaesthetist 

who is now working on the Covid Intensive Care Ward.  Dr 

Parmar, you have just come off duty after a night shift, what is 

the situation there? 

 

RP: So I would really echo exactly what Dr Anderson was saying, 

there seems to be a calm before the storm and we certainly 

haven’t seen the pressures that we saw earlier this week at a 

North London hospital here yet in the Midlands.  But we are 

poised and ready as we are expecting there to be a surge in 

Covid-19 patients over the coming days and weeks.   

 

AM: Now you are one of five thousand doctors who’ve signed a 

letter to the Prime Minister saying that the NHS staff are being 

treated like cannon fodder, what do you mean by that? 

 

RP: So yeah, so the Doctors’ Association, we’ve been hearing over 

the last few days and weeks from doctors across the country who 

are really particularly worried about the lack of personal protective 

equipment that they have been seeing on the frontline.  We’ve 

had doctors tell us that they feel like lambs to the slaughter, that 

they feel like cannon fodder; GPs tell us that they feel absolutely 

abandoned, and we must really stress to the Prime Minister that 

we need to protect the frontline here.  So they are all pleading 

with Boris Johnson that they’re really urgently looking to arranging 

the vital personal protective equipment that all of us need on the 

NHS frontline, not only to protect ourselves but to protect our 
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patients, and ultimately our families as well, so we ensure that we 

don’t take the infection from the hospital back home with us after 

every shift.  

 

AM: Hugh Pym was telling us that the NHS is however moving on 

this, it may be not as fast as you want, but there are signs of 

movement; have you seen any? 

 

RP: Not what we’ve seen on the frontline unfortunately.  What our 

doctors are telling us is that although equipment is arriving, some 

of it is inadequate, some of it, as Dr Anderson said, doesn’t meet 

the World Health Organisation guidance and is different, and so 

that really doesn’t fill the frontline healthcare staff with the 

confidence that they need that the protective equipment that 

they’ve been provided is at all very adequate.  

 

AM: Just very, very quickly, a lot of people assume that this is 

something that only puts people in their seventies and eighties 

into an intensive care bed, are you seeing younger patients 

already coming in as well?  

 

RP: We are seeing younger patients, all of the reports so far seem 

to suggest that they are younger, but have underlying health 

problems.  But around the world, we’ve also heard warnings, 

particularly from the World Health Organisation that this is not an 

illness or a disease that’s isolated to the elderly, it can affect 

younger people and that certainly seems to be the case.  

 

AM: Well Doctor Parmar, you have a well-deserved rest coming 

up, thank you very much indeed for joining us, and thanks also to 

Dr Anderson.  

 

Ends  

 


